THE WINERY, UNLEASHED
Since 1880, Geyser Peak has been making unforgettable wines from
California. That said, even a winery steeped in tradition likes to push
the limits.

THE WINE, UNCORKED
Experience wine Uncensored. Our red blend complements your untamed
side. This is an opportunity to unwind, nurture the underfed wild child
inside, and defy expectations for a little while.

WINEMAKING, UNRESTRAINED
Uncensored was born from the desire to create a red blend, uniting the
best qualities of several varietal “personalities.” Our winemaker undertook
the challenge to create a wine that pushes the limits with its distinct
individuality. With a base of Merlot, Uncensored is open and generous
with its opinions. Syrah ensures the wine is down to earth and real,
offering additional substance. Malbec adds character while Petite Sirah
provides an unbending backbone. Cabernet Sauvignon brings a touch
of refinement, Tannat offers unguarded rusticity, Petit Verdot supplies
monolithic structure, and Zinfandel unifies the composition with its
unmistakable sweet spice elements.

THE TASTE, UNWRAPPED
Unlock the tantalizing flavors of ripe raspberry, tart pomegranate,
succulent blackberry, dark chocolate, roasted bacon, and a whiff of toasted
marshmallows doused in vanilla bean. This wine style is unrelenting and
sure to please.

STATISTICS, UNMISTAKABLE

PAIRINGS, UNFATHOMABLE

APPELLATION
California

There are so many options to go with this crowd-pleaser, we hesitate to
constrict you. Try something unconventional or stick with a few favorites.
Pepperoni or chorizo pizza smothered in tomato sauce and mozzarella is
undeniably delicious.

VINTAGE
2010

Grilled T-bone steak served with sautéed mushrooms is understated but elegant.

PRODUCTION
5,800 cases

Spicy foods, such as Arriabata sauce with pasta, barbecue meat rubs or
sauces with a kick, or that perfect balance of freshly ground pepper on
whatever you’re serving, make this wine unbelievable.

ALCOHOL
13%

Unbeatable appetizers that can be easily prepared include assorted olives,
baked kale chips, hummus, marinated artichokes and peppers.
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